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On behalf of all staff and Governors of the school, I would like to extend my thanks
for all of your support this year. We are so glad that there have been fewer
disruptions to learning this year – it has been great to have the whole year in school!
The children have worked exceptionally hard this year to recover lost learning, I am
sure you will see this in the quality and volume of the books they bring home at the
end of the year.
Our congratulations go out to Year 6, who, for the first time in 3 years had the joy of
going through their SATs tests. Whilst we know that exam results never define a
person or who they are, we are so proud that they turned out excellent results. The
National picture was a combined Reading, Writing and Maths score of 59%. Our
school score was 81%! Well done everyone.
Please enjoy your time away from school this summer. I hope you get the
opportunity to relax, re-group and rejuvenate, ready to come back in September and
‘be the best we can be’. With much love Mrs Nicholl
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Foundation Stage
We have had an exciting and busy term in Foundation Stage. The 
children took part in their very first sports day. It was lovely to see 
the children joining in confidently with the different activities.

Foundation Stage were lucky enough to receive a reply to our letter to Queen Elizabeth. The 
letter came with a beautiful card and a photograph.
The children shared a wonderful story called ‘Omar, the Bees and Me.’ They decided that they 
would make their own ‘bee corridor’ in our corridor. We made bees and flowers out of recycled 
materials.
We also planted some bee-friendly wildflowers, grass and poppies to help take care of our bees.
We have made some fabulous dens outside in the shade to keep cool. 
The children have also been working hard to develop their
number sense using rekenreks. The children work hard every 
week during Lectio Divina and have produced some beautiful 
pieces of work.

We are all looking forward to our water play day this week!



We are excited to be preparing for Key Stage 2, yet at the same time, can’t believe how quickly this 
year has passed - and how we have all grown! 
Our literacy work has continued to see us starting to write using paragraphs, sophisticated 
vocabulary and simply perfect punctuation. We have interviewed a Bull shark and other ocean 
dwelling creatures, written fact files, stories and poems. 
We are racing through the third in our Matt Haig trilogy… Father Christmas and me (Yes, it’s July!) 
and we are simply loving every minute. In fact, we probably won’t be able to break for Summer 
until we reach the end!  Elfhelm, Nikolas, Amelia and the Truth Pixie have actually been a part of 
our whole Year 2 journey. We’ll miss them…and wait for more from this author. 

Did you see the pictures of our art gallery? What a truly talented bunch of emerging artists we have 
amongst us. Thursday afternoon art has been amazing, abstract, colour and shape inspired, chalky, 
musical, botanical and pointy (to name a few).  We have shared lots of artwork in a variety of styles 
inspired by some very famous artists. Playtimes have been a continuation of our work as many of 
you will have noticed our bright and cheerful chalk pictures. 
We are becoming maths whizzes as we explore mastering number and learn how to really 
understand relationships, representations and learn how to become deep thinking problem solvers! 
Our RE focus has had us considering all that we treasure in our lives. Families, friends, books, 
special memories, happy moments etc. We are all very aware of the most wonderful treasure of all 
that is God’s world. We’ve been thinking and sharing lots of ideas about ways in which we should 
preserve, protect and value everything in it! 
How can we not mention our awesome visit to Yorkshire Wildlife Park? 

We have had a busy but wonderful final half term in Year 1. Where has the year gone?
In maths, we have been working really hard on recognising coins and notes in our money topic; telling the 
time using o’clock and half past; finding fractions of cakes and pizza using halves and quarters as well as 
many more wonderful skills. Not forgetting our new favourite piece of equipment - the Rekenrek!
We have worked so hard this year to learn all of our sounds in Phonics and our reading has improved 
massively over the year. We are very proud of ourselves and did you know, we can even read ‘alien’ 
words?
We have loved working on our writing this term, creating stories, descriptions and fact files and our 
vocabulary is becoming more adventurous every day. We have also LOVED reading our class novel called 
The Boy Who Grew Dragons by Andy Shepherd. I think we are all secretly hoping we find a dragon fruit 
tree at the bottom of our garden so we can have our own pet dragon like Flicker!
We can tell you lots of information about some significant people in history, including Grace Darling, Amy 
Johnson and Captain James Cook. We found it fascinating to listen to the stories about them and learn 
about why they were extremely brave and remarkable people.
In PE we have been working on our athletics skills culminating in our sports day which the children 
thoroughly enjoyed. The children really enjoyed working as part of a team with the rest of the children in 
their houses and couldn’t wait to share their favourite activity when we went back to the classroom. It 
was also a joy to watch them cheering on their classmates and friends from across the school.
We have learned about being sorry in RE and the importance of forgiveness and have also learned about 
our neighbours from around the world. The children have contributed very thoughtful words when we 
say our prayers for the world each week.
Mrs Docherty and I have absolutely loved teaching your children this year and we cannot wait to see how 
amazing they will be in Year 2!



What a busy and exciting term in Year 3! In Literacy, we have written our 
own version of ‘The Happy Prince’, a traditional tale by Oscar Wilde. This 
story told us about the importance of caring for others. We have also been 
writing about ‘The Incredible Book Eating Boy’ by Oliver Jeffers. We loved 
our experience lesson where we got to create silly and unusual questions 
which a confused character might ask. 

This term, we have been reading Kensuke’s Kingdom by Michael Morpurgo. We have been 
interested to read about Michael’s adventures and thinking about how he might survive on the 
island.
In Numeracy, we have had a busy term with lots of great learning. We worked with a partner to 
build our own 3D shapes and have also been working hard to make our time telling skills even 
better.

In RE, we have learnt about reconciliation and how important it is to forgive others. 
We have also learnt about how we can care for God’s world. In response to this, 
one of our prayers for the world activities was about asking God to help us take 
better care of the world’s oceans. 

Our topic this term has been about life in Roman times. In Art, we created a Roman mosaic. We 
wanted to make them look really neat as they would only have been used in the homes of rich 
people. In History, we have learnt about how Roman towns and homes were organised and how this 
compares to the modern day.

In Science, we have learnt about how fossils are made; this was very exciting to learn 
about! We have also started our topic on forces and magnets and have done some 
great investigation work on the effect of friction. 

Some of the Year 3 girls have been working hard to complete the 
different activities and challenges at the Mini-Mermaids club. 

Year 4
For this half term, we’ve been writing about the digestive system. Did you know what 
the purpose of salvia is? Well, it’s packed with microbes to dissolve your food into 
particles that are easier to digest! Crazy right? We have also written a text based on 
climate change, more specifically, an explanation text. The increased amount of CO2 
in the earth's atmosphere is causing the earth's 'blanket' to thicken and trap in more heat 
and cause global warming!
This half term in maths we have been learning about time and graphs. In our latest graph session, we 
did as a extension, we had to write a story about what was shown on the graph. Now onto the time, 
we went onto the playground with chalks and drew a clock, but then we where the clock hands and 
we had to make different times. We have also been converting time for analogue to a digital 24-hour 
clock.
In science, we have covered food chains and how the digestive system works. The food chain process 
starts with the producer. This is a plant that can make its own food. Next is the prey. These are 
animals that eat the producers and are usually herbivores like birds. Then, comes the predator! And 
then it just keeps going…
For this term, we have been reading a book called “The Gut Garden". It’s a book 
about all the different stages of the digestive system, and how they all work 
together to digest the food we eat, all in writing and little cartoon microbes 
helping out like they do in the real anatomy (fancy word for your body).The book 
is very fascinating and is a real treat by Katie Brosnan.
This term, we’ve been looking at extraordinary people like Oscar Romero who did extraordinary 
things for what they believe in. Oscar worked to have justice to his country, El Salvador. 
He believed that he didn’t care if he was killed because God would resurrect him. 
We also looked at the many priests and saints like Oscar Romero. Some of the more
famous were St David of Wales, St Margaret and St Francis.

We have enjoyed this term and all of year 4!

Thank you for everyone who supports, our school as it benefits us very much.



What an absolutely fantastic year we have had in Year 6. It seems like only yesterday we had our 
transition day from Year 5, and now here we are planning our Leavers Mass! 

This term, we have been focussing on our Rewilding project. We are fortunate enough to have a 
Nature Area in our school, however, when COVID hit, it became neglected. It was overrun with 
weeds, and while some insects loved it, it was not the biodiverse habitat it should have been. So we 
got to it, we weeded, mulched, dug and planted. We built bug hotels, reused logs from the trees that 
were destroyed in a storm and flower bombed the field! Hopefully, our field edge will become a 
wildflower meadow. We have created a fantastic new and improved nature area for a wide variety of 
animals as well as for future year groups to enjoy and look after. 

Before                                               During                                   After 

Our Eco topic has tied in nicely with our class book ‘The Last Bear’. It is a story 
about a meteorologist who travels to the Arctic Circle with his daughter to study 
climate change. We won’t spoil it for you, but definitely have a read!

We have been Buddies, House Captains, Mini Vinnies and Sports Council. We have 
been leaders, thrill seekers, kind friends and team players. 
We are mathematicians, artists, record breakers, scientists, writers and bakers. We 
will always be a part of St John’s, but we cannot wait for our new adventure!

Year 5 have had a busy, bustling and fun term, full of activities and challenges.
Early on in the term, we went to Longcroft for a sport and STEM day. In the morning, we played 
rugby, kickball rounders,  and 3 in a bucket. In the afternoon we completed more logic and  team 
building challenges. We made a bridge using lolly sticks and paper straws and tape. We also made 
a marble run using bubble wrap, card, newspaper and tape.

We continued the team building theme, with a day out at Welton Waters.  
There were 2 water-based activities. The first involved rowing kayaks out to the middle of the lake, 
then walking across a plank between them! Year 5 found it fun to cross the plank, especially when 
they ‘accidentally’ fell in.  We all loved it and had to wear wet suits and a life-vest and a helmet, 
(even the teaches got in the life-vests!) 

The second challenge involved building a bridge 
using old surfboards and then getting your  team 
across. Later, we got across a ‘river’ using barrels, 
put up a flag, guided a ball on a ring through an 
obstacle course using ‘octopus’ string and carried 
a bucket using elastic to fill a water pipe that was 
full of holes! 
Back in class we have been working hard too - We looked at a poem called ‘I Rise’. It is about 
overcoming hate and racism. However, we decided to create our own poems about bullying. The 
end results were amazing. It was tricky but overall, it was very rewarding.
We have also been reading a book called ‘Holes’ about a boy called 
Stanley Yelnats.  He has bad luck because of his ‘no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-
stealing-great- great-grandfather’, so is sent to Camp Green Lake as a 
punishment for a crime he didn’t commit.  We like Holes because it has 
lots of twists and turns.


